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The Annual  

Submarine Birthday Luncheon, 

Celebrating 111 years of the 

United States Submarine Forces, 

will be held in lieu of the 

April Blueback Base Meeting. 

The Luncheon will be held at 

The Old Spaghetti Factory in 

Clackamas on 

Sunday 10 April 2011 at 1130. 
See Pages 4 & 5 for details, menu and map. 
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Portland, Oregon — April 2011  # 205 

Blueback Base, P.O. Box 1887 

Clackamas, OR 97015-1887 

The Creed of the USSVI  is Not to Forget our Purpose…… 

“To perpetuate the memory of our shipmates who gave their lives in the pursuit of duties while serving their country.  That their 

dedication, deeds, and supreme sacrifice be a constant source of motivation toward greater accomplishments, Pledge loyalty and 

patriotism to the United States of America and its Constitution.” 
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Blueback Base 

Meeting Minutes 

10 March2011 

1900—Meeting was called to order by Base Commander, 

Ray Lough. 

Invocation — Arlo Gatchel. 

Pledge of Allegiance led — Ray Lough. 

Tolling of the lost boats for March — Bill Bryan 

and JD Corbett. 

Moment of Silence for Departed Shipmates 

Reading of the USSVI purpose and creed — Ray 

Lough 

Introductions — All. 

February minutes were approved. 

Secretary report (E-Board Minutes) — Dave 

Vrooman. 

Treasurer report — Collie Collins. 

Base Commander Report: 

The monthly Memorial Service at Willamette 

National Cemetery is at 1400 on 24 March. 

Collie Collins is scheduled for heart surgery. 

Submarine Birthday Luncheon is set for Sunday 

10 April at the Clackamas Old Spaghetti Facto-

ry (See Pages 4 and 5).  They open at 1130. 

The USSVI shipmate most senior is Frank S. 

Kimball, Cdr (Ret) of Hawkbill Base, who 

qualified aboard USS S-33 (SS-138) in 1932. 

New Business: 

Mystery Auction:  Tudor Davis donated a figural 

1970 antique Jim Beam Decanter, Manitowoc 

Submarine Memorial Association, that was raf-

fled off to help fund this years Christmas Party.  

Gary Thrall was the winner.  Hopefully this will 

be a monthly event, so if you have an item you 

would like to donate, bring it to the meeting. 

A volunteer to try and arrange a tour of a boat at 

Bangor this summer or fall.  Chuck Nelson vol-

unteered. 

Old Business: 

Gary Webb reported that Boat Sponsorship pro-

gram is not set up to allow receiving units to be 

advised as to who is providing the magazine.  A 

discussion was had on how we would partici-

pate.  It was decided to table the sponsoring of 

any boat/unit and a motion was made, seconded 

and approved to have one sponsorship (3 maga-

zines) sent to the base to be distributed locally 

with a cover letter. 

It was also decided to have our members bring 

their old copies to future meeting to be distrib-

uted to local VA units.  Please don’t forget your 

magazines in May! 

A motion was made, seconded and passed to have 

USSVI  DUES 

ANNUAL NATIONAL BASE 

1 YR $20.00 $15.00 

3 YR pre-pay $55.00 $15.00 / Yr 

5 YR pre-pay $90.00 $15.00 / Yr 

LIFE NATIONAL BASE 

< Age 45 $500.00 $300.00 

Ages 46-55 yrs $400.00 $250.00 

Ages 56-65 yrs $300.00 $200.00 

Ages 66-75 yrs $200.00 $150.00 

Ages 76 + $100.00 $50.00 

the base participate in the parade Monday 4 July 

in Molalla.  Details will be furnished at a later 

meeting. 

Ray Lough will contact Marv Doty to arrange our 

participation in the Memorial Day celebration at 

Veteran’s Park in Beaverton.  We plan on a toll-

ing of the boats by the Albacore Memorial at the 

conclusion of the other activities.  We would 

like to have a LARGE turnout so start making 

plans now to attend.  More information will 

available by the May meeting. 

50 / 50 Raffle:  $14.00 won by JD Corbett. 

Good of the Order: 

Bill Bryan reports that the WWII Sub Vets Charter 

donated to the base by “Scotty” Scott is ready to 

hang in the meeting hall.  Also packages are still 

flowing to our service people.  A letter of appre-

ciation is on page 6.  Keep up the good work.  

Gary Webb would like input as to whether or  not 

the base should hold a car show as a money rais-

ing project.  Contact him with your thoughts. 

We still need input as to who would be interested 

in attending a joint  Sub Vets WWII — USSVI 

luncheon on a Saturday. 

Mac McComiskey reported that even though he 

has some interest in buying the scooter, it has 

not sold.  Anyone interested call him. 

Bob Walters reminded everyone that Daylight 

Savings Time starts this Sunday. 

Benediction — Scott Duncan 

2005—Meeting adjourned. 

Sailing List — 26 hands aboard:  Bryan, Jr.; Car-

neau; Collins, Collie; Corbett; Darkes; Duncan; 

Fong; Gatchel; Hager; Jackson; Johnson, Larry; 

Lough; McComiskey; Musa, Bill; Musa, Sandy; 

Nelson; Savage; Schultz; Seel; Smart; Stowe; 

Sumner; Thrall; Vrooman; Walters; Webb and 

new member Chris Saylor “Welcome Aboard!” 

Respectfully submitted 

Dave Vrooman, Base Secretary 
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Lost Boats,  Lost Boats,  Lost Boats,  ———   AprilAprilApril   

USS Pickerel (SS-177) — Lost on 3 April1943 with the 

loss of 74 Officers and Men.  Pickerel departed Pearl 
Harbor 18 March 1943 and, after topping off with fuel at 

Midway on 22 March, headed for the eastern coast of 
Northern Honshu (largest of the four main islands of Ja-

pan) for her 6th war patrol. She was never heard from 
again and is considered to be the first submarine lost in 

the Central Pacific area.  The exact cause of her loss has 

never been determined.  Her OP area contained numer-
ous minefields, but Japanese records after the war re-

vealed an attack on a submarine off Shiramuka Light-
house, northern Honshu, on 3 April 1943  She was the 

only American submarine in the area at that time.  Pick-
erel received three battle stars for World War II service. 

USS Snook (SS-279) — Lost on 8 April 1945 with the 

loss of 88 Officers and Men on her 9th war patrol.  She 
was lost near Hainan Island (in the South China Sea), 

possibly sunk by a Japanese submarine, one candidate is 

Japanese submarine I-56.  Snook was credited with sink-
ing 17 enemy vessels in her two and one-half years of 

active service and earned seven battle stars for World 
War II service. 

USS Thresher (SSN-593) — Lost on 10 April 1963 with 

the loss of 112 Officers and men along with 17 military 

and civilian technicians.  Accompanied by the submarine 
rescue ship USS Skylark (ASR-20), she sailed to an 

area some 190 nmi east of Cape Cod, MA and started 

deep-diving tests.  As she neared her test depth, Skylark 
received garbled communications over underwater tele-

phone indicating "… minor difficulties, have positive up-
angle, attempting to blow."  Skylark heard noises ―like 

air rushing into an air tank‖ - then, silence.  Surface ob-

servers gradually realized Thresher had sunk, but public-
ly it took some days to announce her loss.  Thresher 
likely imploded at a depth of 1,300–2,000 ft.  Rescue ship 
USS Recovery (ASR-43) subsequently recovered bits 

of debris, including gloves and bits of internal insulation 
and piping.  Photographs taken by the bathyscaphe Tri-

este proved that the submarine had broken up, taking all 

hands on board to their deaths in 1,400 fathoms of wa-
ter. 

USS Gudgeon (SS-211) — Lost on 18 April 1944 with 

the loss of 80 Officers and Men on her 12th war patrol off 

Siapan.  Claims are that Gudgeon was sunk by a "Nell", 

an IJN aircraft, south-east of Iwo Jima.  The pilot claimed 
to have sighted a surfacing sub and in the attack scored 

direct hits on the bow and the conning tower with 2-550 
lb bombs, leaving a gaping hole in the center section.  A 

column of oil was thrown into the air and the sub sank 

quickly, followed by a heavy under water detonation.  
Gudgeon was the first US submarine to go on patrol 

from Pearl Harbor after the Japanese attack; on her first 
patrol, she became the first US submarine to sink an ene-

my warship, picking off the submarine I-173; she re-
ceived 5 Presidential Unit Citation and earned 11 battle 

stars for World War II service. 

This month in submarine history This month in submarine history This month in submarine history ———   

April… 

11 April 1900 - John P. Holland sold his internal combustion 

gasoline powered submarine, USS Holland (Holland VI) (SS

-1), to the Navy for $160,000 after demonstration trials off 

Mount Vernon, VA, marking 11 April 1900 the official 

birthdate of the U.S. Navy’s submarine force.  The boat had 

cost $236,615 to build but the company viewed it as a loss-

(Continued on page 4) 

BasE CommanDEr’s CornEr— 

Nuclear Power:  Scary words to some but comfortable words 

to others.  The recent events in Japan are tragic to say the 

least.  On the other hand it also proves that there are down-

sides to all the good things that Man harnesses or invents.  

Information now being released is telling us that the nuclear 

plants were designed to withstand a 7.5 earthquake but they 

didn’t think a tsunami over 33 feet would occur.  It’s like a 

boxer:  while you’re watching your opponents left hook don’t 

forget that right hand out of “nowhere”! 

Another interesting factoid is I remember the Japanese popu-

lation having riots and demonstrations whenever a U.S.Navy 

nuclear submarine would enter their port.  It got so bad that 

we couldn’t enter port if “nuc” powered.  And, now we are 

sending nuclear plant operators and technicians over 

“voluntarily” to help get their plants under control.  They are 

also accepting water being generated by the U.S.S. Ronald 

Reagan (CVN-76), capable of producing over 80,000 gallons 

of fresh water a day!  Will wonders ever cease? 

The sad part of this event is that chances of expansion of nu-

clear power plants in this country will suffer badly.  

Makes you kind of miss the old days of the OR 

tests. 

Ray Lough 

Blueback Base  

USS Grenadier (SS-210) — Lost on 22 April 1943 with 

no immediate loss of life near Penang, a state in Malaysia 
while on her 6th war patrol.  While stalking a convoy, she 

was spotted by a plane and dove.   While passing 130 
feet, the plane dropped a bomb causing sever damage.  

She was lodged on the bottom 270 feet below the surface 

and the crew spent 13 hours fighting fires and flooding.  
When she surfaced, she had no propulsion and was at-

tacked by another plane.  Though dead in the water and 
to all appearances helpless, blazed away with machine 

guns.  She hit the plane on its second pass and as the 

damaged plane veered off, its torpedo landed about 200 
yards from the boat and exploded.  When enemy ships 

arrived, the CO abandoned ship and scuttled the boat.  Of 
the 8 Officers and 68 enlisted men taken prisoner, 

all but 4 survived their two years in Japanese 
hands, despite brutal and sadistic treatment.  

Grenadier received four battle stars for World 

War II service. 
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leader.  The Navy ordered another submarine. 

17 April 1909 - Washington Navy Yard made 20 sets of 

quartz steel, echo-ranging equipment, a major development in 

SONAR (SOund NAvigation and Ranging) technology. 

14 April 1917 - USS L-4 (SS-43) departed on the U.S. Na-

vy’s first wartime submarine patrol.  It was a short patrol but 

it was the earliest patrol by a U.S Naval submarine during a 

declared war.  She returned the next day.  The United States 

declared war on Germany on 14 April 1917. 

20 April 1926 - At about 0750 S-49’s engines were started.  

Seven minutes later, just as a pilot cell cover was removed to 

test the specific gravity of the electrolyte, the forward battery 

exploded.  The hydrogen gas explosion destroyed the cells in 

the forward half of the battery and forced up the battery deck.  

Ten men were injured.  Two others were gassed during rescue 

operations.  Four of the twelve died of their injuries. 

19 April 1939 - the importance of submarine operations in 

the Pacific, Caribbean, and the South Atlantic lead the Navy 

Department to install the first submarine air-conditioning sys-

tem on board USS Cuttlefish (SS-171) in spite of space con-

straints. 

5 April 1944 - USS Thornback (SS-418) keel laid at Ports-

mouth Navy Yard, Kittery, ME. 

4 April 1953 - the Turkish diesel submarine Dumlupiner 

{formerly USS Blower (SS-325)} sank after colliding with 

the Swedish freighter Naboland in the Dardanelles.  The cap-

tain of Naboland was held by Turkish authorities in connec-

tion with the incident, and on 11 April Sweden protested his 

arrest. 

9 April 1962 - USS Thomas A. Edison (SSBN-610) collided 

with USS Wadleigh (DD-689) during antisubmarine warfare 

exercises 200 miles east of Norfolk, VA.  Thomas A. Edi-

son’s topside rudder was slightly bent and the destroyer’s for-

ward bottom plates were pierced. Edison was repaired at 

Newport News, VA, in several hours while Wadleigh went 

into drydock for several weeks . According to a Navy spokes-

man, the collision resulted from a misunderstanding between 

the two ships and occurred as Thomas A. Edison was surfac-

ing.  No one was injured. 

6 April 1974 - USS Los Angeles (SSN-688) launched at 

Newport News Shipbuilding and Drydock, Company, New-

port News, VA. 

7 April 1989 - USS Hyman G. Rickover (SSN-709) onboard 

fire while submerged in the Atlantic. 

1 April 1994 - the last submarines of the original “41 for 

Freedom” stood down from service as the front-line of Ameri-

ca’s strategic deterrent.  For more than 33 years, the first 41-

boat Fleet Ballistic Missile (FBM) submarine force performed 

flawlessly as the most survivable leg of the nation’'s strategic 

deterrent triad completing more than 2,824 patrols.  The origi-

nal 41-boat force consisted of four classes of submarines: the 

5-boat George Washington class, the 5-boat Ethan Allen 

class, the 19-boat Lafayette class and the 12-boat Benjamin 

(Continued from page 3) Franklin class.  The last three submarines of the Navy’s Po-

seidon SSBN Fleet, USS Stonewall Jackson (SSBN-634), 

USS Simon Bolivar (SSBN-641) and USS Mariano G. Valle-

jo (SSBN-658), were moved from patrol status and com-

menced preparations for decommissioning.  The modern and 

much more capable Trident submarine force now forms the 

backbone of the nation’s nuclear strategic deterrent. 

2 April 2002 - USS Kamehameha (SSBN/SSN-642) decom-

missioned and struck from the Naval Vessel Register. 

Submarine Birthday Luncheon Submarine Birthday Luncheon Submarine Birthday Luncheon ———   

The base elected to have the annual Submarine Birthday 

Lunch at the Old Spaghetti Factory again this year.  It is locat-

ed at 12725 S.E. 93rd Ave, Clackamas, Oregon  Not far from 

Sunnyside Road and Clackamas Town Center.  It is about a 5 

minute walk from the MAX Green Line, Clackamas Town 

Center Transit Center. 

The lunch will be held on Sunday, 10 April 2011 commenc-

ing at 1130, That is when they open! 

The cost will be $10.00 per person, with the Base making up  

any difference in the cost of your meal.  Drinks from the bar 

will be paid for by the individual.  Please make checks in the 

amount of $10.00 per person payable to Blueback Sub Vets 

Send payment ASAP to: 

David Vrooman 

100 SW 195th Unit #6 

Beaverton, OR 97006-1954 

You can pay at the door, so please do not send checks after  4 

April. 

There will be a choice of 3 entrées: 

Baked Lasagna—Noodles. Marinara Sauce, Ground Beef 

and Pork, with 4 kinds of cheese. 

Chicken Penne—Chicken Breast with Marinara and Alfredo 

Sauces over Penne Noodles topped with shredded Romano 

Cheese. 

Meat Lover’s Treat—Sicilian Meatballs, Italian Sausage 

and Spaghetti with Rich Meat Sauce. 

Meals come with hot fresh baked bread, soup or a crisp green 

salad with a choice of dressing, coffee, tea, iced tea or milk, 

and spumoni ice cream for desert. 

Choice of entrée need not be made in advance.. 

Hope to see all of you there!  Map is on Page 5 
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You can also download a PDF order form from our web site: 

http://www.bluebackbase.org 

http://www.bluebackbase.org
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support our troops…support our troops…support our troops… 

Bill Bryan and his wife Shelia continue to ship your contri-

butions to our troops.  Most of the packages go to Afghani-

stan.  Your thoughtfulness and generosity is greatly appreciat-

ed by those who receive “care packages” from home.   

Bring your donations to the next meeting or contact them at 

(360) 546-1111 or you can E-mail them at 

bill@hodgepodgeia.com 

A letter of thanks received last month... 

Hi: 

Thank you for the care package.  I’m really excited about one 
of the books you sent me, “1984” by George Orwell.  I just 
watched the movie.  It was bizarre. 

Lately on missions one of out PAX (Person who sits in the 
back and does nothing) [passenger] has taken to reading 
magazines to us.  It’s nice because sometimes we park and 
sit in the same spot for hours on end.  The Reader’s Digest  
you sent me will be a nice change of pace from Men’s Health. 

Over here we basically drive US civilians around and provide 
security.  It’s a PSD [Personal Security Detail] mission  I like 
it.  The civilians are doing their best to make it a better place 
to live over here.  I’m a 240B gunner [in the turret with a 
m240b machine gun].  I sit on top of my MRAP [ A Mine Re-
sistant Ambush Protected armored fighting vehicle] and look 
mean, but not too mean. 

I don’t want to scare the kids.  If the situation permits I toss 
candy, smile, and wave. 

One time we tossed a blueberry muffin.  They had no idea 
what it was and were afraid to eat it.  They poked it and 
sniffed it and finally one of the kids tried it.  He got a big ol’ 
smile and broke the muffin up and shared it with his friends. 

Thanks again, 

Durgin 

US Navy tests LED fixtures...to cut down noise... 

One sailor's request to replace humming fluorescent tubes 

with a quieter alternative will have the additional benefit of 

saving energy. 

The US Office of Naval Research (ONR) has begun testing 

solid-state lighting (SSL) fixtures on board the USS New 

Hampshire (SSN-778), after one of its sailors complained 

about the “humming” noise produced by fluorescent bunk 

lights. 

Following the request to replace the noisy bunk lights with 

LEDs, submitted by a sonar technician serving in the Atlantic 

Fleet in Norfolk, Virginia, the Naval Sea Systems Command 

has now installed 33 SSL fixtures on the submarine. 

“The goal is to eventually retrofit the entire forward section 

of the New Hampshire with SSL to assess the benefits of the 

advanced lighting system and measure [the] savings 

achieved,” said the ONR, which is also planning to install 

SSL fixtures on the USS New Mexico (SSN-779). 

Aside from the reduction in noise, there are obvious benefits 

in terms of energy efficiency, with the LED-based replace-

ments reckoned to consume only half of the power used by 

the fluorescents, as well as lasting 

much longer. 

The fluorescent version of the 

berth light found in every sailor’s 

sleeping area runs at over ten watts 

and is a legendary maintenance 

headache due to starter and lamp 

failures.  The fleet now has a quali-

fied LED version that runs at five 

watts, delivers the same light output 

and will last for a decade without 

maintenance.  The submarine com-

munity is also pushing to adopt 

LED’s because fluorescents contain 

mercury. 

Bad metal sends supplier to jail... 

The president of a Pennsylvania metal parts broker who sup-

plied improperly treated metal for construction of submarines 

was sentenced to more than three years in prison.  He and his 

company were ordered to pay $1.35 million in restitution. 

James Bullick, head of Bristol Alloys Inc., admitted in court 

to supplying a Navy subcontractor with metal that had not 

been heat-treated to meet contractual requirements and was 

then used in Virginia-class submarines.  All other affected 

submarines and an aircraft carrier have been “cleared,” the 

Navy said.  The Navy’s investigation also focused on Los 

Angeles-, Seawolf- and Ohio-class submarines and the air-

craft carrier Gerald R. Ford (CVN 78). 

It could eventually cost the government more than $30 

million to find and replace the metal parts used in the 

construction of submarines and surface ships over the 

next five or more years. 

The Navy confirmed Friday that none of the submarine parts 

at the heart of the criminal fraud case have failed or malfunc-

tioned, and that none of these parts, should they fail, would 

individually result in a major casualty. 

So far, about 10 percent of the inspected parts have been 

found to be of the wrong material or treatment, 

and 35 parts have been replaced, or soon will 

be, on four Virginia-class submarines, 

according to the Navy.  Eight Virginia-

class submarines have been inspected. 

Intruders Sentenced… 

TACOMA — Two priests, a nun, and two other women in 

their 60’s who cut through fences at Naval Base Kitsap-

Bangor to protest nuclear weapons were sentenced to prison 

terms ranging from two to 15 months. 

U.S. District Judge Benjamin H. Settle called the work and 

activism of some of the defendants “extraordinary,” but said 

he had to send a “clear message”, that the conduct was illegal 
(Continued on page 7) 

mailto:bill@hodgepodgeia.com?subject=Support%20Our%20Troops
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and exposed the defendants and those on base to unnecessary 

risks. 

Settle sentenced Jesuit priest Stephen Kelly, 61, of Oakland, 

Calif., and retired teacher Susan Crane, 67, of Baltimore, to 

15 months in prison.  Jesuit priest Bill Bichsel, 82, of Taco-

ma, was sentenced to three months in prison and six months 

home monitoring.  Sister Anne Montgomery, 84, of Redwood 

City, Calif., got two months in prison and four months home 

monitoring, and social worker Lynne Greenwald, 61, of Taco-

ma, got six months in prison with 60 hours of community ser-

vice.  Briefly, Settle spoke of the nuclear arms abolition those 

before him were so advocating. “It’ll be a great day when 

they’ll exist no more,” he said. 

The five defendants admitted that on 2 November 2009, they 

cut through the chain link fence surrounding Bangor and 

walked to Strategic Weapons Facility-Pacific, the weapons 

storage area.  There, they cut through two more barbed wire 

fences and went inside, putting up banners, scattering sun-

flower seeds and praying until they were arrested. 

Federal prosecutors argued that the protesters had “crossed a 

line.”  The protesters violated the rights of the people on base 

whose activities they disturbed and placed themselves and 

others at great risk, prosecutors said.  Assistant United States 

Attorney for Western Washington Arlen Storm said the pro-

testers had been “selfish” and their actions did not fit the 

“democratic process”.  “These defendants must be held ac-

countable under the law,” he said. 

The defendants, however, maintained that nuclear warheads 

stored at the base and on submarines there are illegal under 

international, national and humanitarian law.  Settle prohibit-

ed them from using international law and the lethality of nu-

clear weapons as a defense. 

The judge ordered Kelly to be taken to prison immediately. 

Settle was going to allow the other defendants to report to 

prison next month, but when they told the judge they might 

not show up, he ordered them to be taken to prison immedi-

ately as well. 

A federal jury convicted the five anti-war demonstrators of 

conspiracy, trespass and destruction of government property 

in December.  They had faced up to 10 years in prison.  About 

250 demonstrators gathered outside the federal courthouse 

before the sentencing. 

(Continued from page 6) 

Binnacle List Binnacle List Binnacle List ———   

DeAnna Thrall — 

Is home recovering from major surgery 

Collie Collins — 

Underwent heart valve replacement and 

bypass surgery on 31 March.  His sur-

gery went very well!  He may be home in 4 

days! 

Submarine Programs… 

Chief of Naval Operation Admiral Gary Roughead’s 1 March 

presentation before the House Armed Services Committee, 

Navy budget requests for 2012.  Within Admiral Roughead’s 

report -- Submarine Programs. 

Virginia Class SSN 

The Virginia Class submarine is a multi-mission submarine 

designed to dominate the undersea domain in the littorals, ac-

cess denied environments, and the open ocean.  Now in its 

14th year of construction, the Virginia program is demon-

strating its continued ability to deliver this critical undersea 

asset affordably and on time.  The Navy continues to realize a 

return on investment in the Virginia cost reduction program 

and construction process improvements through enhanced 

shipbuilder performance on each successive boat.  A majority 

of the submarines contracted via multiyear procurement have 

delivered under budget and ahead of schedule, and their per-

formance continues to exceed expectations with every ship 

delivered.  I am pleased with the accomplishments of the 

combined Navy-Industry team and anticipate additional im-

provements as we ramp up production to two submarines per 

year, as requested in our FY 2011 and 2012 budget submis-

sions. 

SSBN and Ohio Replacement 

The Navy remains committed to recapitalizing the nation’s 

sea-based strategic deterrent, the most survivable leg of our 

nuclear triad.  With a fleet of 14 Ohio class ballistic missile 

submarines (SSBN), we have been able to meet the strategic 

needs of the nation since 1980.  This class will begin retire-

ment after more than 40 years of service in 2027. 

The 2010 Nuclear Posture Review reaffirmed that our nation 

will continue to rely on a reliable and survivable sea-based 

strategic deterrent for the foreseeable future.  To ensure the 

Navy is able to meet the nation’s demand in this critical capa-

bility, our FY 2012 budget requests research and development 

funds for the design of the Ohio class replacement, enabling 

construction of the class beginning in 2019.  The Ohio Re-

placement will possess the endurance and stealth required for 

continuous, survivable strategic deterrence for decades to 

come.  Appropriate R&D investment is essential to design a 

reliable and survivable submarine capable of deterring all po-

tential adversaries. 

Over the past year, the Ohio replacement program has been 

thoroughly reviewed and all aspects of the program were ag-

gressively challenged to drive down engineering and con-

struction costs.  Our FY 2012 request represents best balance 

of needed war fighting capabilities with cost.  The Ohio Re-

placement program will leverage the 13 many successes of the 

Virginia SSN program to achieve acquisition and 

total ownership cost goals.  These effi-

ciencies and a record of acquisition ex-

cellence are critical to minimize risk to 

our total force 
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From the Crew From the Crew From the Crew ———   

Driver's License...Tudor Davis sends— 

A mother is driving her little girl to her friend's house for a 

play date. “Mommy,” the little girl asks, “how old are you?” 

“Honey, you are not supposed to ask a lady her age,” the 

mother replied.  It’s not polite.” 

“OK,” the little girl says, “How much do you weigh?” 

“Now really,” the mother says, “those are personal questions 

and are really none of your business.” 

Undaunted, the little girl asks, “Why did you and Daddy get 

a divorce?” 

“That’s enough questions, young lady!  Honestly!”  The ex-

asperated mother walks away as the two friends begin to play. 

“My Mom won’t tell me anything about her,” the little girl 

says to her friend. 

“Well,” says the friend, “all you need to do is look at her 

driver’s license.  It’s like a report card, it has everything on 

it.” 

Later that night the little girl says to her mother, “I know 

how old you are.  You are 32.” 

The mother is surprised and asks, “How did you find that 

out?” 

I also know that you weigh 130 pounds.” 

The mother is past surprised and shocked now.  “How in 

Heaven’s name did you find that out?” 

And, the little girl says triumphantly, “I know why you and 

daddy got a divorce!” 

“Oh really?” the mother asks, “Why?” 

“Because you got an F in sex.” 

ing a floating ice station north of Prudhoe Bay, Alaska, on 19 

March, when its oxygen generator failed.  The submarine 

switched to its backup system — oxygen-producing sodium 

chlorate “candles” — and continued operations, according to 

NAVSEA.  Hamilton Sundstrand, a unit of United Technolo-

gies Corp (UTX.N), is sending a representative to a temporary 

ice camp to investigate the problem with the oxygen genera-

tor. 

The failure of the oxygen generator aboard one of the Navy’s 

newest submarines is not a major casualty, according to the 

service.  “U.S. Navy submarines employ redundant systems 

that provide safe and operationally suitable environments for 

their crews,” Naval Sea Systems Command said in an e-

mailed statement. “At no time was there any elevated risk for 

the crew of the submarine.” 

New Hampshire, along with the Seawolf-class submarine 

USS Connecticut (SSN-22), was taking part in Ice Exercise 

2011, working with the Applied Physics Laboratory Ice Sta-

tion built on an ice floe in the Beaufort Sea at the time of the 

incident. 

A SSGN First... 

As part of Operation Odyssey Dawn in Libya, when the 

guided-missile submarine USS Florida (SSGN-728) fired 

cruise missiles on 19 March it was the first war shot by the 

new four-boat class. 

The Navy converted the four oldest Ohio-class ballistic-

missile submarines beginning in 2002.  The modifications 

removed the Trident D4 launch tubes and support systems, 

added an enhanced communications suite, and installed 

enough nuclear material to extend the subs’ life by two dec-

ades. 

In place of the 24 nuclear missile tubes, the converted subs 

are capable of loading up to 66 SEAL’s with their vehicles 

and supplies or 154 Tomahawk cruise missiles, 32 more than 

the most-armed surface combatant, making the SSGN a sub-

mersible missile bed. 

The submarine did what it was designed to do, was able to 

lurk an adversary’s shores and take out targets basically at 

will.  The Florida allowed the U.S. to hit targets without as 

big of a foot-print as what otherwise would have been neces-

sary.  Florida’s missile strikes on Libyan defenses are a pub-

lic affirmation of the value of the converted Ohio’s. 

Florida is the second converted sub.  It emerged from Vir-

ginia’s Norfolk Naval Shipyard in April 2006 and is home 

ported in Kings Bay, Ga.  She has two alternating crews, like 

ballistic boats, allowing the boats to spend more time de-

ployed. 

The destroyers USS Barry (DDG-52) and USS Stout 

(DDG-55), attack subs USS Providence (SSN-719) and 

USS Scranton (SSN-756), and Royal Navy 

ships and subs also fired Tomahawk mis-

siles, but 6th Fleet and Navy spokesmen de-

clined to provide a breakdown of how many 

were fired by ships and submarines. 

Tsunami Impact to U.S. Pacific Fleet Minimal... 

Outside of Japan, the only notable effect to the Navy was in 

Guam, where wave action caused two submarines to break 

their mooring lines. 

Tug boats from Naval Base Guam responded quickly and 

kept the subs USS City of Corpus Christi (SSN 705) and USS 

Houston (SSN 713), under control while crews moored the 

subs safely to the pier.  Another sub, USS Oklahoma City 

(SSN 723), and repair ship, USS Frank Cable (AS 40) re-

mained safely moored there. 

In Japan, there were no immediate reports of Navy casual-

ties.  Additionally, no significant damage to installations or 

ships was reported.  Ships in Pearl Harbor and San Diego re-

mained in port.  No damage was reported when the tsunami 

reached Hawaii. 

Oxygen generator fails... 

The submarine USS New Hampshire (SSN-778), a Virginia-

class attack boat that entered service in 2008, was approach-
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Yokosuka Club Windjammer Menu — The good old days, sometime in the 50’s/early 60’s? 
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January 1959 

issue of The 

Atlantic, and 

which has never 

been digitized. 

Kintner has just 

finished reciting 

the litany of 

issues that were 

unresolved 

when the con-

struction of the 

plant was com-

pleted, namely, 

safety, overheat-

ing, lubrication 

with water in-

stead of oil, and the life of the core. When they switched the 

reactor on, they were flying in the scientific dark:  These and 

many other serious problems remained unanswered when in 

late May, 1953, construction of Mark I was completed. 

The pumps and valves and heat exchangers, turbines, electri-

cal generators, thermometers, control panels -- all the many 

hundreds of items which made up the complex and interrelat-

ed systems of the plant -- had been mechanically and electri-

cally tested until they were as nearly perfect as they could be 

made. The crews had practiced for a week at carefully open-

ing the main turbine throttle from an oil-fired boiler so as to 
(Continued on page 11) 

More From the Crew More From the Crew More From the Crew ———   

Universal Laws...Keith Miller sends — 

Law of Mechanical Repair—After your hands become coated with grease, your nose 

will begin to itch and you'll have to pee. 

Law of Gravity—Any tool, nut, bolt, screw, when dropped, will roll to the least acces-

sible corner. 

Law of Probability—The probability of being watched is directly proportional to the 

stupidity of your act. 

Law of Random Numbers—If you dial a wrong number, you never get a busy signal 

and someone always answers. 

Law of the Alibi—If you tell the boss you were late for work because you had a flat 

tire, the very next morning you will have a flat tire. 

Law of the Theater and Hockey Arena—At any event, the people whose seats are 

furthest from the aisle, always arrive last.  They are the ones who will leave their seats 

several times to go for food, beer, or the toilet and who leave early before the end of the 

performance or the game is over.  The folks in the aisle seats come early, never move 

once, have long gangly legs or big bellies, and stay to the bitter end of the performance.  The aisle people also are very surly 

folk. 

The Coffee Law—As soon as you sit down to a cup of hot coffee, your boss will ask you to do something which will last until 

the coffee is cold. 

Law of Physical Surfaces—The chances of an open-faced jelly sandwich landing face down on a floor, are directly correlated 

to the newness and cost of the carpet or rug. 

Wilson’s Law of Commercial Marketing Strategy—As soon as you find a product that you really like, they will stop making 

it. 

Doctors' Law—If you don't feel well, make an appointment to go to the doctor, by the time you get there you'll feel better. But 

don't make an appointment, and you'll stay sick. 

Miller's Law—The propensity to bump your head is inversely proportional to the amount of hair you have on it. 

First-Person Account of Powering Up One of the 

World's First Nuclear Reactors... 

by Alexis Madrigal, The Atlantic, 22 March 2011 

Commander E.E. Kintner was the project officer for the 

world's first nuclear reactor to produce a useful amount of 

power. The Submarine Thermal Reactor was constructed in 

the desert of the Snake River plain, fifty miles west of Idaho 

Falls, Idaho. It was the prototype for the naval propulsion sys-

tems that came later, and became the patterning design for the 

world's nuclear power plants. 

In my introduction to this section of the Future of Energy 

special report, I argued that researchers settled on a design too 

soon as they rushed to make nuclear power work for the gov-

ernment and industry. Kintner's account of building and test-

ing that first reactor under the hard-driving supervision of 

H.G. Rickover is a fascinating account of daredevil engineer-

ing that demonstrates the uncertainty and contingency of the 

entire enterprise. It also shows how much the design of the 

reactor was driven by the particular use to which it would be 

put: driving submarines around the ocean for the Navy. 

The takeaway is: If the high-risk tests described below had 

failed, we don't know how the technological path of nuclear 

power may have been affected. Given that there were dozens 

of proposed reactors with different characteristics, it's certain-

ly possible that a different, possibly better reactor design may 

have come to the fore. 

We now bring you the first-person account, which ran in the 
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disturb the reactor as little as possible. They were rehearsed in 

casualty drills, and STR Mark I was ready for an attempt at 

power operation. 

Captain Rickover, who had followed preparations on an 

hourly basis, flew to Idaho in company with Atomic Energy 

Commissioner Thomas E. Murray, a man who had contribut-

ed much support to the Navy's nuclear propulsion program 

and who was to have the honor of opening the turbine throttle 

valve, admitting steam generated by a power reactor into a 

turbine for the first time. Murray knew that eight years had 

passed since Hiroshima and that, except for the Navy's pro-

gram, no U.S. atomic power project was anywhere near frui-

tion. He knew also that the Navy and the AEC were commit-

ting almost one quarter of a billion dollars to the project was 

success was now to be determined. 

That first operation was amazingly successful. After a two-

hour run, during which power levels of several thousand 

horsepower were achieved, the reactor was shut down. Six 

years of study, organization, planning, conniving, fighting for 

funds, building laboratories, manipulating people, developing 

new materials and devices had paid off. The first day of Mark 

I had surprised its most optimistic proponents. 

There were many happy people in the Idaho desert the night 

of May 31, 1953. The happiest was Captain Rickover, who 

had had the vision, constantly forced the program against op-

position, and provided the technical judgment to steer it 

through areas far beyond those previously known. 

Then followed a month of careful, precise, building up in 

power level. Test operations went on night and day, seven 

days a week. Power was increased in small steps. What could 

happen on these increasing steps could only be conjecture 

until the trial run had been completed. Every man at the desert 

site knew the danger associated with each increase in power.  

The first feasibility question to be answered affirmatively 

was that of safety. Mark I turned out to be a calm and stable 

machine and even when treated roughly, as its inexperienced 

operators often treated it, showed no tendency to become an 

atomic bomb. There was no indication of any dangerous over-

heating in the reactor fuel elements. The shield designers were 

surprised to find that radiation levels were less than half of 

those which they had calculated, indicating that the Nautilus 

could easily carry her radiation shield. As additional physics 

data became available, the estimate of reactor life was greatly 

increased. 

The major difficulty was with the numerous safety circuits, 

any one of which could cause the reactor to shut down sud-

denly. These circuits were meant to be extremely tender in 

their operation; they were, in fact, so sensitive as to provide a 

serious difficulty to the operators. A submarine propulsion 

plant not capable of operating without emergency shutdowns 

under sea motion and depth-charge attack would not be satis-

factory, yet the Mark I had a constant plague of "scrams" from 

such slight causes as vibration from a crew member's walking 

through the reactor compartment or a bolt of lightning striking 

a Montana power line three hundred miles away. 

(Continued from page 10) As the crew gained operating experience, and as additional 

information was obtained concerning safety, the number of 

signals causing "scram" was selectively reduced to less than 

twenty. By this means, and by intensive crew training, the 

problem was licked. As a result, the Nautilus experienced 

very little difficulty of this sort. 

On June 25, 1953, full design power was reached. Not one 

part of the plant indicated failure to meet the rigid specifica-

tions. In less than a month after power generation by the 

world's first nuclear power plant, Mark I was running smooth-

ly at its maximum rating. The one remaining question was 

whether the machinery could withstand long high-power run-

ning. 

The operating crews began a forty-eight-hour test at full 

power to obtain important physics information. At the twenty-

four-hour point the data obtained seemed sufficient, and the 

engineers intended to shut down the plant. Rickover, who was 

at the site, inadvertently learned of this plan and immediately 

overruled it. He had visualized that if the forty-eight-hour run 

turned out well, they should continue on a simulated cruise 

across the Atlantic. He reasoned that such a dramatic feat, if 

successful, would end the doubts in the Navy that nuclear 

power was a feasible means for propelling ships. It would 

give the project the momentum and breathing space needed to 

carry on the development without constant harassment until 

the Nautilus could get to sea. 

I was the senior Naval officer at the site. I felt that extension 

of the run was unwise considering the many uncertainties, and 

told Rickover that beyond forty-eight hours I could not accept 

responsibility for the safety of the $30 million prototype. 

Rickover directed me to proceed with the simulated voyage.  

Charts of the North Atlantic were posted in the control room 

and a great-circle course to Ireland plotted. The position of the 

ship after each four-hour watch was computed and marked on 

the chart. For watch after watch, the course plotted in the con-

trol room crawled toward Ireland. No submarine had covered 

more than twenty miles submerge at full speed. A propulsion 

unit, even for a surface ship, need steam only four hours at a 

full power to obtain acceptance for naval use. 

At the mid-point of the Atlantic crossing, the operation 

seemed to be going well. As one of the Nautilus crew mem-

bers standing watch in the hull state, "She just sits there and 

cooks." A veteran marine engineer, familiar with the large 

quantities of fuel oil which would have been required to drive 

a ship so far with a conventional propulsion plant, pointed to 

the propeller shaft and then to the reactor and said, "So much 

comes out back here, and nothing goes in up there!" 

At the sixtieth hour, however, difficulties began. Carbon dust 

from the brushes depositing in the windings caused difficulty 

in the vital electrical generating sets. Nuclear instrumentation, 

operating perfectly at the beginning of the run, became erratic, 

and the crews could not be sure what was happening within 

the reactor core. One of the large pumps which kept the reac-

tor cool by circulating water through it began making a worri-

(Continued on page 12) 
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some, intermittent whining sound. We had not had any check 

on "crud" build-up; we feared that heat transfer would be so 

reduced by this point that the core would burn up. The most 

pressing problem, however, was caused by the failure at the 

sixty-fifth hour of a tube in the main condenser into which 

exhausted turbine steam was being discharged. Steam pres-

sure fell off rapidly. 

The Westinghouse manager responsible for the operation of 

the plant strongly recommended discontinuing the run. In 

Washington, the technical directors of the Naval Reactors 

Branch was so concerned that he called a meeting of all its 

senior personnel, who urged Rickover to terminate the test at 

once. But the Captain was adamant that it should continue 

until an unsafe situation developed. "If the plant has a limita-

tion so serious," he said, "now is the time to find out. I accept 

full responsibility for any casualty." Rickover had twice been 

passed over by Naval selection boards for promotion to Rear 

Admiral. As a result of congressional action, he was to appear 

within two weeks for an unprecedented third time. If the 

Mark I had been seriously damaged, Rickover's prospects for 

promotion and his Naval career were ended. 

The tensions surrounding the test increased the challenge to 

the crews, and as each watch came on duty it resolved it 

would not be responsible for ending the run prematurely. 

Crew members worked hard to repair those items which could 

be repaired while the plant was in operation. 

Finally, the position indicator on the chart reached Fastnet. A 

nuclear-powered submarine had, in effect, steamed at full 

power non-stop across the Atlantic without surfacing. When 

an inspection was made of the core and the main coolant 

pump, no "crud" or other defects which could not be correct-

ed by minor improvements were found. It was assured that 

the Nautilus could cross an ocean at full speed submerged.  

A month after nuclear power was first produced, the most 

doubting among those who had participated in the STR pro-

ject knew that atomic propulsion of ships was feasible, that it 

was only a matter of time before the technology developed 

for Mark I would bring about a revolution in Naval engineer-

ing, strategy, and tactics. We knew, too, that industrial nucle-

ar power could be built on the same technological founda-

tions. The Pressurized Water Reactor at Shippingport, Penn-

sylvania -- the world's first solely industrial power reactor -- 

was in fact developed from STR experience under Admiral 

Rickover's direction. 

To those of us who had participated in the STR project, who 

knew how many chances were taken, how far previous engi-

neering knowledge had been extrapolated, the fact that all the 

unknowns had turned out in our favor was a humbling experi-

ence. Rickover, paraphrasing Pasteur, put it this way: "We 

must have had a horseshoe around our necks. But then Nature 

seems to want to work for those who work hardest for them-

selves." 

STR Mark I is now a flexible facility providing much of the 

experimental information for the Navy's nuclear propulsion 

program, which today includes thirty-three submarines, a 

guided missile cruiser, and the first nuclear-powered aircraft 

carrier. It pro-

vides the practi-

cal training for 

all the hundreds 

of officers and 

enlisted men who 

will man our nu-

clear fleet. The 

courage, the will, 

the judgment and 

resourceful 

which went into 

STR Mark I have 

made the United 

States Submarine 

Nautilus an out-

standingly suc-

cessful venture in 

man's long strug-

gle with nature. 

U.S. Navy test fires Trident... 

SUNNYVALE, Calif., 11 March (UPI) -- A Lockheed Mar-

tin-built Trident II D5 missile has successfully completed the 

U.S. Navy’s 135th test flight of the weapon. 

The fleet ballistic missile was launched from the submerged 

submarine USS Nevada (SSBN-733) in the Pacific Ocean.  

“This test demonstrates the readiness and reliability not only 

of the missile but also of all elements of the Trident II D5 

Strategic Weapon System,” said Melanie A. Sloane, vice 

president of Fleet Ballistic Missile programs, Lockheed Mar-

tin Space Systems Company, the Navy’s Trident missile 

prime contractor.  “The commitment of the entire Navy and 

industry team drives this sustained level of performance.” 

The Navy launched the missile as part of Demonstration and 

Shakedown Operation 22 to certify the Nevada for deploy-

ment following a shipyard overhaul.  

The missile was converted into a test configuration using a 

test missile kit produced by Lockheed Martin that contains 

range safety devices 

and flight telemetry 

instrumentation. 

First deployed in 

1990, the D5 missile 

is aboard Ohio-class 

and British Vanguard-

class submarines.  

The three-stage, solid-

propellant, inertial-

guided ballistic mis-

sile can travel a nomi-

nal range of 4,000 

nautical miles and 

carries multiple inde-

pendently targeted re-

entry vehicles. 


